Early question-answering (QA) approaches could only adequately answer fact-related questions and are insufficient in answering complex questions. More sophisticated QA systems utilize the semantics of words to answer complex questions. However, to answer certain kinds of complex questions, it is necessary to perform deep reasoning by utilizing the semantics of words as well as domain knowledge such as the effects and executability of actions. We propose a QA system that uses AnsProlog to represent domain knowledge and reason from the knowledge extracted by using Link Grammar and WordNet. We use the travel domain to illustrate our approach.
Introduction
Consider the following simple scenario: John flew from Paris to Baghdad. Is John in Baghdad?
If a question-answering (QA) system does not have the knowledge that a person P flying from place A to place B would imply that P is in B, then it is hard to answer correctly even for such a simple scenario. This simple scenario illustrates that domain knowledge is needed to answer certain questions. In other words, the answers may not be explicitly mentioned in the story, so it is necessary to incorporate domain knowledge to the existing facts described in the story. We call such kind of questions and answering that require domain knowledge beyond the question description as QA with deep reasoning.
Several efforts have been made to incorporate certain world knowledge to QA systems so that nonfact-based or complex questions can be answered. In [7] a QA system was proposed to utilize various software agents that search and retrieve information to acquire knowledge that might be useful in answering complex questions. Semantic approaches to QA systems using WordNet were proposed in [12, 15] . Logic-based approach to QA systems were presented in [6, 11] . Rus [13] incorporated extended WordNet [5] in logic forms to QA systems. Consider again the simple scenario mentioned above. Even if we use resources such as WordNet [2] to find out that "to fly" means a person traveling in an aircraft, we still need human knowledge to figure out the effect of flying causes a person to be in a certain destination. The main difference of our proposed approach from other approaches is that we incorporate domain knowledge so that deep reasoning can be done in order to answer sophisticated questions.
It is evident that a proper representation and reasoning of the story is crucial to achieve accurate answers. AnsProlog, a logic programming language that is based on the answer set semantics [3, 4] , is a popular non-monotonic language that has gained wide acceptance due to its simplicity and expressiveness [1] . We propose the use of AnsProlog for representation and reasoning, together with Link Grammar [14] to extract facts from the natural language text and WordNet [2] to disambiguate the meanings of the extracted verbs and nouns. We implemented a prototype that is based on a simple travel domain.
The outline of the paper is as follows: we first briefly introduce the basics of AnsProlog, Link Grammar and WordNet in the section 2. The system architecture of our question and answering system is then described in section 3, followed by a description of the reasoning component of the system in section 4. We then conclude in section 5.
Preliminaries
In this section, we give a brief introduction to the syntax of AnsProlog [1] and describe two important publicly available resources that are used in our question and answering system -Link Grammar [14] and WordNet [2] .
An AnsProlog rule is of the form:
a ← a 0 , …, a m , not a m+1 , …, not a n . where a i 's are literals and not represents negation as failures. The intuitive meaning of the above rule is that if it is known that literals a 0 , …, a m , are to be true and if a m+1 , …, a n can be safely assumed to be false, then a must be true. A literal is defined as either an atom or an atom preceded by the symbol ¬.
Smodels [10] is one of the popular answer set solvers for AnsProlog. In our QA system, Smodels is used to compute answer sets. The Smodels syntax of the above AnsProlog rule is as follows:
a :-a 0 , …, a m , not a m+1 , …, not a n . The '←' symbol is replaced by ":-", while the classical negation symbol ¬ is replaced by the symbol '-'.
The Link Grammar parser [14] is a syntactic parser that parses English text based on the Link Grammar theory. The parser outputs labeled links between pairs of words for a given input sentence. For instance, if word a is associated with word b by the link "S" connect the subject-noun to the corresponding finite verb, a is identified as the subject of the sentence while b is the finite verb related to the subject a.
WordNet [2] is a lexical dictionary that provides all possible senses for nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs organized in terms of word meanings rather than word forms [9] . In our QA system, we utilize the hypernyms of nouns and verbs to disambiguate the various senses. Word a is a hypernym of word b if b has a "is_a" relation with a. WordNet 2.1 is used in our QA system.
System Overview
In this section, we provide an overview of the architecture of our QA system and how each of the components interoperates. The input to the system is a list of sentences in natural language and the output is the answers for the questions asked with respect to the story.
Given the input sentences, Link Grammar is utilized to extract the necessary facts based on the links associated with the words in the sentences. The facts extracted. In natural languages, it is usually the case that verbs and nouns have different meanings in different context. Therefore it is important to disambiguate the meanings of verbs and nouns in order to perform correct reasoning. To achieve this goal, possible senses of the extracted verbs and nouns are assigned using the hypernyms provided by WordNet. Word a is a hypernym of word b if b has a is-a relationship with a. Among the possible senses of verbs generated, verbs are then further processed to find the correct senses by using the extracted facts.
With the extracted facts, verbs and nouns with correct senses and ordered events, reasoning can then be done through the Travel Domain Reasoning component. The component consists of AnsProlog rules that describe inertia of fluents so as the effects and executability of actions. Smodels [10] is used to as the answer set solvers.
The last component of our system is the Question Processor, which translates questions in natural language into AnsProlog rules automatically. The component is still in its infancy stage, so the majority of the queries are written manually in the form of AnsProlog rules.
Fact Extraction from natural language
To extract the relevant facts from sentences, Link Grammar [14] is used to parse the sentences so that the dependent relations between pairs of words are formed, which are known as links. From the links between pairs of words, a simple algorithm is then used to generate AnsProlog facts based on the links. A simplified subset of the algorithm is as follows:
Input: Pairs of words associated with links produced by Link Grammar Output: Facts in the form of AnsProlog Each sentence in the story is processed by a complex sentence processor to generate a set of simple sentences. Using the simple sentences, we assume that there is one event in each sentence, and event numbers are assigned sequentially from the start of the text 1 . Suppose e i is the current event number denoted as event_num(e i ).
if word a is associated with word b through the link "S", then form the facts event_actor(e i ,a) and event_nosense(e i ,b). If a appears in the name database, then form the fact person(a).
If word a is associated with word b through the link "MV" and b is also associated with word c through the link "J", then form the fact parameter(e i ,b,c). If c appears in the city database, then form the fact city(c).
If word a is associated with word b through the link "O", then form the facts noun(b) and object(e i ,b). If word a is associated with word b through the link "ON" and b is also associated with word c through the link "TM", then form the fact occurs(e i ,b,c)$ and clock_time(c).
If word a is associated with word b through link "TY", then form the fact occurs_year(e i , b). If word a is associated with word b through the link "D", then form the fact noun(b). To illustrate the algorithm, the Link Grammar output for the sentence "The train stood at the Amtrak station in Washington DC at 10:00 AM on March 15, 2005 ." is shown in the Figure 1 . The following facts are extracted using the above fact extraction algorithm: event_num(e1 clock_time(t10_00am). The constant e1 is an identifier that identifies related facts extracted from the same sentence. Atoms such as noun(train), verb(stood) are event independent and thus no event number is assigned to such facts. The atom event_nosense(e1,stood) indicates that no sense has yet to be assigned to the word "stood".
After extracting the facts from the sentences, it is necessary to associate the possible meanings of nouns and verbs in the form of AnsProlog facts. In the case of the travel domain, it is essential to identify nouns that are of the types transportation or person. The process of identifying the types utilizes WordNet hypernyms. For instance, the hypernym of the noun "train" is transportation. So we assign a AnsProlog fact transportation(train). A similar process is performed on each extracted verb by using the hypernyms of WordNet. The component returns all possible senses of a given verb. Given the verb v and v' is the hypernym of v, then the component returns the fact is_a(v,v' ). Using the above example, one of the hypernyms of the verb "stood" is "be", so the fact is_a(stood,be) is formed. With the possible senses of verbs generated, the correct senses are matched by utilizing the extracted facts related to the same event. AnsProlog rules are written to match the correct senses of verbs. The following rule is used to match the correct senses of a verb that has the meaning of "be": event(E,be):-event_actor(E,TR), parameter(E,at,C), event_nosense(E,V), is_a(V,be), parameter(E,at,T).
The above rule says that if an event E involves an actor TR which is a kind of transportation, a city C, time T and the verb V has a hypernym as "be", then the action involved in E has the same meaning as the verb "be". In other words, the verb V has the meaning of "be" in the context of the event E. Using the above example, event(e1,be) is inferred using the above rule.
Using the extracted facts together with verbs and nouns with their correct senses, reasoning is then done with an AnsProlog background knowledge described in the next section.
Travel Domain Reasoning
The Travel Domain Reasoning component utilizes the the facts extracted from the sentences for reasoning. The component is written in AnsProlog rules and the rules can be grouped into three categories: action rules, fluent-action rules and general rules.
Action rules are rules that describe the occurrences of actions based on the extracted facts and the executability of the actions. Due to space limitation, we only show an example of an action rule below: The above action rule describes the action when a person P enters transportation TR at timepoint TP. The condition of the first rule says that the action "enter" can take place at timepoint TP, unless it is known that the action cannot be taken place at timepoint TP. There are also other action rules that describe the executability of actions. Fluent-Action rules describe the direct and indirect effects of actions on the fluents or properties of the world. Below is an example of a fluent-action that describes the effect of the occurrence of action "enter": h(in(P,TR),TP) :-o(enter(P,TR),TP).
The above rule states that person P enters transportation TR at timepoint TP implies that P is in TR.
An important property about fluents in the action theory is to capture a fluent f at timepoint TP remains true at timepoint TP+1 unless we know that it cannot be true at timepoint TP+1. Likewise, fluent f remains false at timepoint TP+1 unless something causes f to be true at TP+1. This property is known as inertia of fluents. The rules below capture this important property: With the action, fluent-action, general rules, queries that cannot be answered directly from the story can be answered by using common sense and domain knowledge. Consider the following query that if John arrives at the Amtrak station after 10:30, we want to know if John can board the train. The answer is make_it(no), which means John cannot make it to board the train, due to the fact that the train leaves at 10:30. The domain rules indicate that when an object leaves a location at a certain time, it is no longer in that location. This particular rule infers that h(at(train,LN),TP1) is false, meaning the train is not at the Amtrak station at 10:30 AM. So John would not be able to board the train if he arrived after 10:30 AM.
Discussion
We described a simple approach to question and answering with deep reasoning that utilizes AnsProlog for representation and reasoning, together with Link Grammar for fact extraction and WordNet for disambiguating verbs and nouns. This approach is different from previous approaches in the sense that we use AnsProlog to express certain domain knowledge that is required for deep reasoning. Using the simple traveling scenario and queries described in the paper, we showed that such sophisticated questions cannot be answered without the use of domain knowledge about travel and deep reasoning.
Our system differs from expert systems in the sense that expert systems can be seen as a series of inference based on if-then rules. The language AnsProlog used in the system is non-monotonic, meaning that answers can be changed in the light of new information, and it is capable of expressing default reasoning. Such kind of non-monotonic reasoning is seen to be similar to how humans think, which cannot be captured by typical expert systems.
As future work, we need to expand the AnsProlog rules for the travel domain and be able to translate different types of questions into AnsProlog rules for our Question Processor.
